Control. Anything. Anywhere.
Unlock the future of the Connected World
We aim to provide an integrated solution by connecting devices wirelessly via a modern IoT platform.
Use Case #1 - Control Device Remotely

Problem

You left home without switching the lights off.
You want AC to be turned on set at 19 deg. temperature just as you’re about to reach home

Without Automation System

Call someone to do it or you drive back and switch them off
Wait till you reach home and wait it till it reaches down to your preferred temperature level

With ControlAny

Just turn off the switch via mobile app
Turn the AC ON and set you preferred temperature as you drive along the way
Use Case #2 - Save your Electricity Bills

Problem
You don’t know why your electricity bills are soaring up
You don’t know which devices are consuming MORE electricity
You also don’t know how to control it because you don’t know how much you’re using it

Without Automation System
Continue to pay bills as they come. You can’t do anything.
Try to avoid switching the appliances / devices ON.

With Control Any
Know consumption for EACH device in real-time
Know expected bills in advance based on usage patterns
Know exactly which devices are eating up energy and blowing up your bills
Use Case #3 - Device Switching

The Problem

The switch board on left of your bed has switches for only lights. It’s summer and you need that switch to control Fan instead.

Without Automation System

Change the physical wiring with help of electrician
Get up from your bed and turn the fan on EVERY TIME you need to

With ControlAny

Just swap the control of LIGHT to control FAN from the interface
Change such setting anytime to control just about anything
How it Works?

1. Set up Control Any Hardware
2. Configure the devices within the App
3. Start managing and controlling devices
4. Track and Analyze energy consumption
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Where Control Any can be used?
Day-to-day Appliances

Directly supports multiple devices from 100v to 240v power

Connect your existing appliances and devices without any additional smart accessory
Smart / Connected Appliances

Directly supports multiple devices from 100v to 240v power

Connect your existing appliances and devices without any additional smart accessory
Where ControlAny Can make a Difference?

Automation can be everywhere, but the most amount where it can add value is within Homes, Offices and Hotel.
Control your Room
Create your virtual room in the app and control with single tap
Control your Room
Create your virtual room in the app and control with single tap

ALL OFF
Mobile as Remote Control

Lost your remote while on couch? Well, not anymore. Use your mobile as one.
Browse Channels

Choose to watch your favorite channel with ability to filter them by different criteria like Genre, Most Viewed, Favorite etc.
Never miss your favorite show

Watch your favorite program, movie or show
Create your own program schedules
Air Condition

Get full control of your AC with Control Any Mobile App.
Control the Light

Ability to control any lights that is controlled by ON/OFF switch. 
e.g. Bulbs, CFL, Tube Lights, Down lights
Dimming and Regulation

Control the brightness and hue of the light by just using simple slider within the app.
Schedule your Dream Theme in a Room

Set up a theme that fits perfectly during dark, and schedule it so that it tunes up every light in the room just perfectly for your mood.
Track History

See the history of the appliance/device usage anytime instantly - even if anybody has used the device manually with hard switch.
Control Smart Door Lock

Control your smart door lock right from the mobile app and get notified when door is locked / unlocked.
Control Curtains

Control the curtains for the perfect setup and natural light control
Fans

Control the fans with the app by turning them on and also regulate the speed
Anti-Theft Control

Yes! You can track windows if you’ve got windows sensors - just in case anyone intrudes in your absence.
Schedule individual or group of devices
Set routines to run on specific days
Prepare your own recipes (if this.. then...)
Tie up control on specific event

Scheduling
Set up your own schedule to turn any device on/off at a predefined time or an event
Know your Consumption - anytime!

All the usage information you need - is handy right within your app. Whether you want to review specific device or a specific day’s activity, everything you need to know is available at a tap.
Personalization

Each user gets to create an account in the app to personalize the entire experience according to their preference.
Rooms

Set up your own rooms that contain all connected devices for greater degree of ease while accessing those devices.
Groups

Logically organize all similar devices into single group
**RECIPE**

If something happen do some other thing

- COMPLETE EVENT DRIVEN SYSTEM
- SET ROUTINES WITH CUSTOMIZED EVENTS
Collaboration / Sharing
Grant permission to your devices to any other user - with different constraints based on time and level of access
Real-time Energy Monitoring

Live Projection
Projected Cost
Energy Savings
Usage comparison and tracking
Energy Consumption

Monitoring, Compare, Devices, Rooms

This Month
Projected bill
$800.00
Billing Cycle
Sept 10 - Oct 9, 2017

This Month
Consumption
680 kWh
You are saving
- 24 kWh

This Month
Target
2000 kWh
GREAT
You are doing

Living Room

Projected
Bill
Units/Week
$120
130

High Usage 6 Devices

$15.00

Dec 27 - Jan 02
2840 units
54.5
units
Take the Control from ANYWHERE.
Unifie Connectivity

Control Any's proprietary control can manage thousands of endpoints across all major wireless protocols including Zigbee, Zwave, Bluetooth, Infrared and WiFi.
Supported Brands

We’re already supporting some of the major brands having IOT ecosystems and devices that can be controlled wirelessly. We’re continuously growing our support for other brands as we move along.
Control with Connectivity

At the core, Control Any platform works with a smart integration of our own hardware and software. However, with our open architecture, we’re able to connect with other devices supporting popular wireless protocols.

By doing so, all those device become a part of Control Any ecosystem and are able to share the data with Control Any Cloud.
Key Differentiators

Control Any has multiple advantages over many existing systems in the market by providing some of the unparalleled features and functionalities.
CONTROL ANY
ANYTHING ANYWHERE

info@controlany.com

“ready to become a part of your life”